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Finding Aid - Series 3: Published Papers/Chapters/Reviews

Introductory note: Dr. Leininger provided lists of items in various folders that were also duplicated in chronological order in other folders. The lists are presented here, with the location of the item in parentheses following each item’s reference.

List 1: “...my very early publications on care and transcultural nursing.” Part A - Articles Published, Part B - Chapters Published, Part C - Selected Prefaces and Forewords. The items from the original folders are archived in Series 3 in chronological order. Click here to see List 1.

List 2: Group of papers in 3-ring binder titled “Published Articles of Dr. M. Leininger, 1960-1980, Volume I.” The items from the original binder are archived in Series 3 in chronological order. Click here to see List 2.

List 3: Group of papers in 3-ring binder with note, “Articles Published”, and “...this is Volume I... pre-1970...” and second group of papers with divider, “Chapters Published.” The items from the original binder are archived in Series 3 in chronological order. Click here to see List 3.

Box 32
Folder 3-1 (1960 – 1982). “Group of early pre-publication or unpublished materials”


3-1.2. Leininger, M. (circa 1960.) “Figure I. Leininger’s “Sunrise” conceptual model for culturological interviews, assessments, and therapy goals.” [Leininger note: “My first rough draft on the Sunrise Enabler, 1960.”]
3.1.3. Leininger, M. (circa 1960?). “Figure II. Scale to measure variations in cultural values from traditional to non-traditional lifeways.” [Leininger note: “My beginning Acculturation Enabler as part of this method”] [Click here for scanned document]


3.1.5. “Forthcoming transcultural nursing and caring publications, August 1982.”

Folder 3-2 “Some early & later versions of writing my culture care theory beginning in 1960 & with article 1985 & in Nursing and anthropology: Two worlds to blend 1990 – Chapters for several books, as Parse [sic], Marilyn Parker books.” Draft manuscripts and several lists of terms.

Folder 3-3 “Group of early papers, 1970-1983, some published, on transcultural nursing and care” These items from the original folder are archived in Series 3 in chronological order. See folder number noted for each:

Leininger, M. (1967). The culture concept and its relevance to nursing. The Journal of Nursing Education, 6(2), 27-37. [“Published 1967; used widely: the enlightenment to nurses about TCN and Care.”][complete issue is archived with journals in Series 12] (Folder 3-12)


Leininger, M. (circa 1979). Becoming aware of types of health practitioners and cultural imposition. From speeches presented during the 48th Convention, American Nurses’ Association, Kansas City, MO. [“Excellent: published and used a lot: 1979(?) check vitae”] [1/7/2009 note: CV begins with 1980 presentations] (Folder 3-84)


These items are in Folder 3-3:


3-3.2. Figure 1. ”Leininger’s conceptual and theory-generating model to study transcultural and ethnocaring constructs.” [“Taxonomy on caring formulated by Leininger from cultures 1969-1975.”]


3-3.5 [Leininger, M. (circa 1982.)] Toward a critical nursing process: Nursing praxis. Review of a paper submitted to Networking [Bowie, MD] [with holographic copy of notes to author and to Karen E. Dennis, Editor]


3-3.9 [Leininger, M. (no date.)] Overview of transcultural nursing. [attached holographic version]

Folder 3-4: “Group of early caring articles”


3-4.8. Leininger, M. (no date). Caring: The essence and central focus of nursing. [photocopy of typescript; no date, place, publication or other identification; no Leininger notes] [see Folder 3-68 for published version]

3-4.9. [Leininger, M.] Caring, the transcultural nursing focus. [photocopy of typescript, with Leininger holographic notes]

3-4.10 Leininger, M. Concepts of a professional person. [no date or publication information]

3-4.11 Leininger, M. Attributes of a profession. [no date or publication information]


3-4.13 List of references [photocopy of typescript; no date or publication information]


3-4.16 Syllabus, “Therapeutic and non-therapeutic rituals in health and nursing care”, Associate Professor Shand-Kovach and Professor Leininger, University of Utah College of Nursing, Winter quarter. Document date: 1977.

Folder 3-5 “Group of papers to support human caring, namely nurturance, self-nurturance, and the adventure of transcultural nursing.” “Here are 3 [sic, only 2 provided] good papers to support human caring...”


Folder 3-6 “Some essential articles on care and transcultural nursing”

These items from the original folder are archived in Series 3 in chronological order. See folder number noted for each:


These items are in Folder 3-6:

3-6.1 Leininger, M. (circa 1990). Domains of culturological care and health assessment [handout or overhead slide with holographic notes]

3-6.2 Leininger, M. (circa 1990). Comparative emphases of generic (folk) and professional health care systems. [“figure 1”]


The following items, photocopies of published items by authors other than M. Leininger, were sent to the Archives of Caring in Nursing as part of the M. Leininger papers, in folder labeled, “Some essential articles on care and transcultural nursing.” These items contained no holographic notes or other annotations, and were not retained because further copying or other distribution may violate US Copyright law “Fair Use” principles.


Wenger, A.F.Z. (1992). Transcultural nursing and health care issues in urban and rural contexts. *Journal of Transcultural Nursing, 4*(2), 4-10. [“excellent article”]

Folder 3-7 “Some essential and relevant care articles for advancing care knowledge, used for my class seminars Winter 1990 – 2001.”

These items from the original folder are archived in Series 3 in chronological order. See folder number noted for each item:


Leininger, M. (1986). Care facilitation and resistance factors in the culture of nursing. *Topics in Clinical Nursing, 8*(2), 1-12. [also typescript with similar title, marked “written in 1984”] (Folder 3-128)


These items are in Folder 3-7:


3-7.8  Wolf, Z. (1986). The caring concept and nurse identified caring behaviors. *Topics in Clinical Nursing, 8*(2), 84-93. [re-typed list of 15 care references]

3-7.9  Group of handouts, references, and book flyers.

3-7.10  Seminars by M. Leininger, University of Nebraska College of Nursing 1999 and 2000, University of Northern Colorado 2000: Brochures, flyers, class schedules

The following items, photocopies of published items by authors other than M. Leininger, were sent to the Archives of Caring in Nursing as part of the M. Leininger papers, in folder labeled, “Some essential and relevant care articles for advancing care knowledge, used for my class seminars Winter 1990 – 2001.” These items contained no holographic notes or other annotations, and were not retained because further copying or other distribution may violate US Copyright law “Fair Use” principles.


Folder 3-8  “My theory articles, books and key aids for lectures and articles.”


3-8.3  Handout materials: Leininger's culture care diversity and universality theory.


End Box 32

Box 33


Folder 3-14 Leininger, M. (1968?). Transcultural nursing: A relatively new focus for nursing. [no publication information: “almost final for publication”; see also similar published titles]


Folder 3-20 Leininger, M. (circa 1969). Gadsup culture and sex role differences: Nursing care implications. [rough draft]


Folder 3-30  Leininger, M. (1971). This I believe…about interdisciplinary health education for the future. *Nursing Outlook, 19(12),* 787-791. [with letter from Edith Stark, Larkin General Hospital, South Miami, FL, April 15, 1974 regarding Leininger’s models of interdisciplinary health teams and care]


Folder 3-34  Leininger, M. (1972). This I believe…about interdisciplinary health education for the future. *AORN Journal, July,* 89-104.


End Box 33

Box 34


End Box 34

Box 35


re: sequel workshop following “Cultural Dimensions in the Nursing Curriculum, Atlanta, GA, September 1976.” [Click here for scanned document]


Folder 3-65  Leininger, M. (1977). Cultural diversities of health and nursing care. *Nursing Clinics of North America, 12*(10), 5-18. A version of this paper was given as keynote address for Sigma Theta Tau Conference, School of Nursing, University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, February 1976.


Folder 3-68  Leininger, M. (1977). The phenomenon of caring. Part V: Caring: The essence and central focus of nursing. *American Nurses' Foundation. Research Report, 12*(1), 2, 14. [also Part III and Part VI, by Ann Hyde.] [this item was removed from the original publication; it is not a photocopy]


End Box 35

Box 36
Folder 3-80  Leininger, M. (1978). Nursing in the future: Some brief glimpses. Vital Signs [Student Nurses’ Association of Utah], 2(7), 4-6. [Click here for scanned document]
Folder 3-84  Leininger, M. (circa 1979). Becoming aware of types of health practitioners and cultural imposition. From speeches presented during the 48th Convention, American Nurses’ Association, Kansas City, MO. [“Excellent; published and used a lot; 1979(?) check vitae”] [1/7/2009 note : CV begins with 1980 presentations]
Folder 3-91  Shubin, S. (1980, June). Nursing patients from different cultures. Nursing80, 79-81. [extensive quotations from Leininger]
Folder 3-95  Leininger, M. [no date: 1981 draft? 1978?]. Critiques, debates and analytical modes of thought: Imperatives for a discipline of nursing. [20 pages, 28 references]


End Box 36

Box 37


Folder 3-117  Leininger, M. (1985?). Styles of ethnography. “draft for publication”


End Box 37

**Box 38**

Folder 3-126  Leininger, M., & McFarland, M. (circa 1986). Racial patterns and care issues of assimilation in a large innercity retirement home. [“a first on culture care in institutional context”; no publication or date information]


Folder 3-131  Leininger, M. (circa 1987). Challenge for change: Open and diverse client-centered health systems. [not in CINAHL 5/2010; not in CV; probably not published?]


Folder 3-133  Leininger, M. (1987?). Humanistic care: An alive, dormant, or lost art? [No publication information. Includes holographic notes]


Nursing & Health Care, 8(5), 263.


Folder 3-143  Leininger, M. (1988). Leininger’s theory of nursing: Cultural care diversity and universality. Nursing Science Quarterly, 1(4), 152-160. [also typescript] [Click here for scanned typescript]


End Box 38

Box 39


Folder 3-152  Transcultural nursing leaders give research symposium in Yugoslavia [12th Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, Zagreb, 1988.] Journal of Transcultural Nursing, 1(1), 55. [M.L. presented keynote address]


14


End Box 39

Box 40


End Box 40

Box 41


Folder 3-222  Leininger, M. (1999). Editorial: Cuidar a los que son de culturas diferentes requiere el conocimiento y las aptitudes de la enfermeria transcultural. Cultura de los Cuidados, 3(6), 5-8. [in Spanish]


End Box 41

Box 42


Folder 3-232  Leininger, M. (2001). Transcultural nursing care in the community. In K.S. Lundy, & S. Janes (Eds.) (2001). Community health nursing: Caring for the public’s health (pp. 218-223). Sudbury, MA: Jones and Bartlett. [includes several versions with holographic notes and editorial markings; editorial correspondence: 2 booklets on community health nursing][see also Folder 3-8]


Folder 3-251  Leininger, M. (2010). Foreword. In M. Andrews & J. Boyle (Eds.), *Transcultural concepts in nursing care* (6th ed.) [typescript, marked “final...my suggestions, May 9/10”]


Folder 3-253  Leininger, M. (unpublished? late 1970’s?). Transcultural nursing knowledge: Imperative for nurses in today’s world. [no date or publication information] Transcultural nurse specialists and generalists: Essential for nursing’s world. [no date or publication information]
Folder 3-254  Leininger, M. (no date). Culture care theory: A theory for worldwide use. [no publication information; somewhat illegible holographic note may say “FA Davis 2nd”; running head on first page: “Bridging chapter statement for Chapter III”; attached is typescript, “Chapter III – Overview of Leininger’s theory of culture care”][Click here for scanned typescript]

Folder 3-255  Leininger, M. (no date). The Gadsup of New Guinea and early child-care behaviors with nursing care implications. [“draft, not final”].

Folder 3-256  Leininger, M. (1973, unpublished). Myths and misconceptions about nursing and medicine and changes in the field of nursing. [draft paper with holographic notes: notes (typed and holographic) for class N361 Cultural Variation in the Subculture of Nursing, February 27, 1974: notes relating to Horace Miner’s 1956 paper, “Body ritual among the Nacirema” [Americans], with mimeograph copy of the paper reprinted from American Anthropologist, 58, 503-507.]

Folder 3-257  Leininger, M. (unpublished, circa 1978). Philosophical and practical reasons for linking theories with research methods to advance transcultural nursing knowledge. Partial draft with outline for completion. May have been prepared for a presentation.

Folder 3-258  “Papers preparing for publication”: Family patterns of communication (1968); Motivation of personnel (1968); Shift from hospital to home (no date); Dynamics in schools of nursing (no date); Theories of adaptation (no date)

Folder 3-259  “Topics and materials for articles to be written” (no dates). [holographic notes with some pertaining to New Guinea field work topics – circa 1964+]

Folder 3-260  “General child rearing papers” (circa 1976). [holographic notes and source materials]

Folder 3-261  Leininger, M. [unpublished, no date] Typescript on “Dual discipline folks” with two sections: “II. Common problems and stresses (continued)”; “III. Perceived contributions and benefits across discipline domains.” [Holographic note “Dual discipline folks” [illegible] two or more disciplines]


End Box 43

Box 44

Folder 3-264  Leininger, M. (unpublished, no date). Portion of manuscript or presentation (pp. 5-17) on celebrating transcultural nursing.

Folder 3-265  Leininger, M. (unpublished, no date). Culture care diversity and universality theory and the use of ethnonursing research methods. [typescript, not complete: 2 copies of page 1 with different line spacing]

Folder 3-266  Leininger, M. (unpublished, no date). Caring: Meaning, function and significance. [2-sided holographic draft for a paper [incomplete sentence at end of page 2]


Folder 3-269  Leininger, M. (unpublished, no date). Group of typescript pages and published articles, with cover page “Write articles soon. Use for: 1) new article on TCN; 2) multidiscipline [sic] and use of my theory and concepts”

Folder 3-270  Group of papers and materials in folder marked “Articles to write – TCN Ed[ucation], Policy, etc.” [7 items]


3-271.1  Transforming health care organizations into culturally competent organizations (abstract, September 2001). [Click here for scanned document]

3-271.2  Call for Abstracts, 28th Annual Transcultural Nursing Society Conference, Toronto, Canada, October 16-19, 2002. 3. Transcultural nursing: A mandate for nurses (this keynote address was presented at 11th Annual Research Day, Sigma Theta Tau International, Mu Beta Chapter, Southern Connecticut State University, New Haven, April 25, 2002.)
3-271.3 Current graduate courses or programs in transcultural nursing (2001-2002).
3-271.4 Transculturalism: The challenge to provide culturally competent health care. Excerpts of reviews by Professor Madeleine Leininger PhD, DS, RN, CT, FAAN, LL. [“not final; needs final editing; August 21, 1999”]

Folder 3-272 Leininger, M. (unpublished, circa 2008). “Some of my presentations, and some (not all, see Vitae) public addresses (not published). A few were completed, some to be prepared for publication.” [with holographic notes]


3-273.4 Leininger, M. (1987, April 3). Transcultural nursing: A new focus for nursing. Antropologia Medica, 3-10. (Folder 3-135)


3-273.8 Leininger, M. (1990). Ethnomethods: The philosophic and epistemic bases to explicate transcultural nursing knowledge. Journal of Transcultural Nursing, 1(2), 40-51. [also another version with title word “advance” replacing “explicate”; this version includes a list of references; see also Folder 3-161]

End Box 44

End Finding Aid, ARC-008 Series 3; Last update: 6/7/2013